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THE SPIRIT OF SOLAR PANEL... 
 

February 2, 2018 

 

Everyone has a purpose on earth. Just like the parents of Jesus were asked by an Angel to name 

their Son JESUS,  meaning Savior,  and the adopted parent of  Moses named him 

Moses,  meaning taken from water in the same way, our names did not emanate from whimsy 

and frenzy.  Jesus saved His people and Moses led his people through the water. GOD inspired 

our parents to give us our names. As I have always taught my students,  what could be the first 

failure in life is to live a life that is opposite to one's name. When the person named "Innocent" 

is guilty of missing things in the house or when persons named Agnes are the visible 

whores/immoral  among persons,  then something is amiss.  If everyone would take a minute 

today to think about the names they received at baptism or other traditional names given them at 

birth,  that may initiate a new way of life, and thus, the inner  happiness that one has been 

seeking.  A new way of life, as it happened to my beloved, Mary Magdalene. 

 

Today, February 2, we celebrate the Presentation of Jesus Christ the LORD to the Temple.  And 

we carry lighted candles in procession into the MASS.  The lighted candles remind us that 

Christ Jesus is the Light. Now, our first official name is CHRISTIANS. And Christ calls us the 

light of the world.  One quick examination of conscience based on our name,  AM I A LIGHT 

TO PERSONS AROUND ME OR DO I LEAD THEM INTO DARKNESS OF SIN. No need 

to lose one's hope, I mean  if one has not been this light , we can start being the light today. 

 

See... 

Jesus is also the Sun of Justice. JESUS  is symbolized by the Sun. Now,  I'm about to say 

something,  that could  be of help to anyone forever. Recall that Jesus tells us that cut off from 

Him,  we can do nothing Jn.15.  As I think of this my spirit whispered "Solar Panel." Imagine 

how the solar panel absorbs heat from the sun during the day, and emits light during the night. 

This inspiration makes me feel like screaming out a loud "YES." The solar panel, hidden from 

the sun, cannot emit any light in the dark. In a similar way, if the virtues,  graces, and self-

control needed to make one a light unto others in our world strongly hunted by forces of 

darkness,  then, consider whether you have been exposed to Christ,  the Sun, Who enlightens 

us.  

 

This takes me quickly to the power of Eucharistic Adoration and studying the Holy Bible. 

There's this  particular transformation, call it Transfiguration, that happens when we are before 

the Blessed Sacrament.  The reality does not meet the physical eye. As you watch the solar 

panel, you may not see how it is absorbing heat from the sun, until it begins to glow in the 

night.  Some persons have experienced it and testified. Many times,  coming out from quiet 

ADORATION before the Blessed Sacrament, persons would say how my face or your face 

glowed, that I looked very peaceful.  Many times, I do not feel what they observe in my heart, 

but just as Jesus' face glowed on mount Tabor in the eyes of the three apostles and as Moses 
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face glowed while he came down from Mount Sinai,  in every Eucharistic Adoration,   we glow, 

because in ADORATION we stand before the Living God, the City of Mount Zion,  JESUS 

Christ,  thy LORD and thy GOD.  

Friends,  do we want to emit the light of Christ;  do we want to fulfil our ultimate call, as the 

light of the world,  please dedicate some time daily or weekly to expose yourself to the LORD 

in the Blessed Sacrament,  the Sun, Who bathes and recharges us. Add to this,   studying the 

WORD OF GOD,  which is a light unto our steps. Ps.119. 

 

 

Fr. Ignatius Mary 
 

 

 


